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End-to-end capabilities
across EBS value chain
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Our Service Oﬀerings
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Enhancements
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Service Oﬀerings

Testing

Go Cloud for Oracle EBS!
Our Services
• Lift and shift
• Implement Oracle ERP cloud in standalone or hybrid mode

EBS

Tools Workbench

Period Close
Dashboard

eZcod

Customization
inventory analyzer
for EBS

Admin assistance
tool — helps admin
in EBS instance
housekeeping

Tracks periodend activities to
closure in EBS
finance modules

Data migration
tool to support
ERP implementation
and migration

Customer Success Stories
Leading Electronic Goods Manufacturer

Leading Logistics Provider

Oracle EBS R 12.2.4 Enhancements on Supply
Chain, Financials, Procurement, CRM

L1, L2 Support for Oracle EBS Financials, L1,
L2, L3 HRMS Support

50% reduction in delivery and
install ﬁeld trips to customers

24x7 seamless global support

Optimization of customer
administration teams by 15%

Rapid transition

Seamless interaction between
Oracle applications via digital
interfaces

Signiﬁcant reduction in
maintenance costs

Why Hexaware?

Domain Strength

Service Strength

End-to-end capabilities across
Oracle R 12 lifecycle
• Functional Stack: Financials,
manufacturing, supply chain,
distribution, CRM, HCM
• Technical Stack: D2K, OA
Framework, XML, BI, PL/SQL,
SOA & ADF, DBaaS, IaaS,PaaS
• Database administration

• Extensive experience in
designing, building and
managing hybrid Oracle
environments
• Extensive experience in
executing large Oracle
transformation engagements

Customer Centricity
• Proven track record of on-time
and on-budget delivery
• Oracle EBS CoE
• Proven advisory council
• 15+ years of strong Oracle
partnership enabling delivery of
best-in-class services to
customers

About Hexaware
Hexaware is the fastest growing next-generation provider of IT, BPO and consulting services. Our focus lies on taking a leadership position in helping our clients
attain customer intimacy as their competitive advantage. Our digital offerings have helped our clients achieve operational excellence and customer delight by
‘Powering Man Machine Collaboration.’ We are now on a journey of metamorphosing the experiences of our customer’s customers by leveraging our industryleading delivery and execution model, built around the strategy— ‘Automate Everything®, Cloudify Everything®, Transform Customer Experiences®.’
We serve customers in Banking, Financial Services, Capital Markets, Healthcare, Insurance, Manufacturing, Retail, Education, Telecom, Professional Services
(Tax, Audit, Accounting and Legal), Travel, Transportation and Logistics. We deliver highly evolved services in Rapid Application prototyping, development and
deployment; Build, Migrate and Run cloud solutions; Automation-based Application support; Enterprise Solutions for digitizing the back-ofﬁce; Customer
Experience Transformation; Business Intelligence & Analytics; Digital Assurance (Testing); Infrastructure Management Services; and Business Process Services.
Hexaware services customers in over two dozen languages, from every major time zone and every major regulatory zone. Our goal is to be the ﬁrst IT services
company in the world to have a 50% digital workforce.
NA Headquarters
Metro 101, Suite 600,101 Wood
Avenue South, Iselin,
New Jersey - 08830
Tel: +001-609-409-6950
Fax: +001-609-409-6910

India Headquarters
152, Sector – 3
Millennium Business Park
‘A’ Block, TTC Industrial Area
Mahape, Navi Mumbai – 400 710
Tel: +91-22-67919595
Fax: +91-22-67919500

EU Headquarters
Level 19, 40 Bank Street,
Canary Wharf,
London - E14 5NR
Tel: +44-020-77154100
Fax: +44-020-77154101

APAC Headquarters
180 Cecil Street,
#11-02, Bangkok Bank Building,
Singapore 069546
Tel: +65-63253020
Fax: +65-6222728

Safe Harbor Statement
Certain statements in this press release concerning our future growth prospects are forward-looking statements, which involve a number of risks, and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in
such forward-looking statements. The risks and uncertainties relating to these statements include, but are not limited to, risks and uncertainties regarding ﬂuctuations in earnings, our ability to manage growth, intense
competition in IT services including those factors which may affect our cost advantage, wage increases in India, our ability to attract and retain highly skilled professionals, time and cost overruns on ﬁxed-price, ﬁxed-time frame
contracts, client concentration, restrictions on immigration, our ability to manage our international operations, reduced demand for technology in our key focus areas, disruptions in telecommunication networks, our ability to
successfully complete and integrate potential acquisitions, liability for damages on our service contracts, the success of the companies in which Hexaware has made strategic investments, withdrawal of governmental ﬁscal
incentives, political instability, legal restrictions on raising capital or acquiring companies outside India, and unauthorized use of our intellectual property and general economic conditions affecting our industry.
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